Demo #1

- 5 Minutes (strictly enforced)
- Show all evidence of:
  - Design Work
  - Design Drawings
  - Documentation
  - Any physical implementation
    - Working or not
    - Previous versions

Demo #1 Grading

- 10 Marks Total
- Falling Behind (0 - 3)
- OK Progress (4 - 5)
- Ahead of Schedule (6 - 7)
- Way Ahead of Schedule (8)
- Realistic Self-Assessment (+2)
Demo #1 Rubric

- Print out
- Self-Assessment
  - Identify Group and Student Names
  - Check off Task box
  - Check off Overall Progress box
  - Check off Components table
  - Add Other Components you worked on
  - BRIEF list of remaining tasks

- Hand in to Lab TA on or before Tuesday

Self-Assessment

- Collected in Demo #2
- Applied to Demo #1 & Demo #2

- Was the teammate
  - Easy to contact & responsive
  - Present for team meetings & work sessions
  - Eager to accept assignments

  - Argumentative / unprofessional
  - Too busy with other courses to contribute
Output

• Was the individual work
  – Complete & as assigned
  – High quality
  – On time
  – Engineering (decisions / design input)

  – Done with substantial guidance
  – Too late to be useful

Leadership

• Did someone act as leader
  – Clearly define project timeline & milestones
  – Ensure all teammates had tasks assigned
  – Keep accurate records
    • What was assigned to whom
    • What was delivered by whom and when

  – Not make it clear who should be doing what
  – Treat individuals inequitably or unfairly